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OPINION

The first offer is often the best
Marc
Schneiderman
Director,
Arlington
Residential

The eventual
buyer is likely to
present him or
herself in the first
flurry of viewings

T

here are numerous examples
that I can recall where we
have received a good offer
for a property very soon after
bringing it to the market,
sometimes in a matter of days – only
to have the owner reject the offer on
the basis that it has been ‘too quick’.
More often than not, this approach
has resulted in the vendor ultimately
selling for considerably less than the
original offer.

KEEN BUYERS ACT FAST

From experience, I know that the
eventual buyer is likely to present
him or herself within that first flurry
of activity and in those early viewings.
When a property comes to the market, a good agent will know which
buyers to approach. It may be that
they have been looking for something
in only a handful of addresses, or
looking for a particular style of property, and have been waiting patiently
for the right opportunity to present itself. Those buyers will need little persuasion to view, and will react
speedily if the property is indeed
what they have been waiting for.

LONDON

The problem arises when a vendor is
reluctant to accept an early offer in
the belief that, given time, a higher
offer may well be forthcoming. Sometimes they may be right, but more
often than not, this is not the case
and they are ultimately forced to ac-
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cept a lower figure.
A case in point is a house in West
Hampstead which recently came to
the market with an asking price of
£2.65m. As soon as we were appointed, we contacted a dozen or so
potential buyers who we knew had

been waiting for a house like this to
become available. Within the first
week, one of these buyers offered
£2.55m. We encouraged our clients to
accept the offer knowing the buyers
were credible, not in a chain, and almost certainly the best prospect in

the market to buy this house.
However, our client felt that receiving an offer so quickly was a clear indication that their house was in great
demand, and consequently better offers would be forthcoming. Sadly, this
was not the case. The original buyers
felt they had tabled a strong offer,
were not willing to increase, and went
on to buy a house in a neighbouring
street. After more than twenty further viewings and some three months
later, our clients reluctantly accepted
an offer of £2.475m.
The skill of a good agent is to understand the intricacies of the market, to
know who are the strongest buyers
and how best to advise clients. Sometimes the best advice is to agree terms
with one of the first people to view a
property. It may appear hasty to accept an offer so early in the marketing process, but it is usually the very
best route to take.

National strength, locally delivered.

We could be
your buyer with
Part Exchange at
Waterford Place
Discover how one of our stunning 4 bedroom homes
at Waterford Place could be yours with Part Exchange.†
Discover how we could buy your current home with
no chains, fees or estate agents. Plus, reserve today
and you could get your Stamp Duty paid^ –
saving you thousands on your move!
This superb new development beneﬁts from excellent
commuter links direct to Central London, Essex and Kent,
as well as a number of local amenities being nearby,
this is a perfect place to call home.
Contact us today to ﬁnd out more about your brand new
dream home.

WATERFORD PLACE
Avery Hill Road, New Eltham SE9 2EY
Spacious 4 bedroom homes from £699,950

Marketing Suite and Show Home open
from Thursday to Monday 10am – 5pm

02037 330 007
lindenhomes.co.uk/waterfordplace

†Part Exchange is available on selected homes only. Acceptance is at our sole discretion and not all properties are suitable. We reserve the right to refuse to agree to Part Exchange of your current home and we are under no obligation to give reasons why. Part Exchange may not be available in
conjunction with any other offer and is also subject to the terms of your Reservation Agreement with us. As a guide, your current home must not be worth more than 70% of the value of your chosen Linden home. Reservation fees may vary. For full terms and conditions please visit
lindenhomes.co.uk/schemes/part-exchange ^Stamp Duty paid offer on selected homes only and limited to reservations made by 31.03.20. Not in conjunction with any other offer. Terms and conditions apply. Photograph and computer generated image shows typical Linden homes. Interior may
include optional upgrades or extras available at additional cost. Prices and details correct at time of going to press.

